
 

Malaysia is the World's Largest Producer of 

Medical Gloves 

 

Malaysia is the world’s largest source of medical gloves, with a market share of 

about 65% and two-thirds 2/3 of the world’s disposable gloves. 

The prospects for the industry in Malaysia are underpinned by the country’s 
1.7 million hectares of rubber plantations, which produce almost 20 percent of 
the world’s natural rubber supply. 

Almost 187 billion gloves were produced in 2019 by around 200 factories 
belonging to Malaysian Rubber Glove Manufacturers Association's members. 

Previously, most overseas orders came from industrialised economies in Asia, 

but now the world’s biggest supplier of nitrile and latex medical gloves also 

receives high-volume orders from Europe and the US. 

What’s happening now, though, COVID-19-related increase in demand affected 
the lead times have increased considerably due to the combination of 
increased orders, labour shortages, disruption to supply chains and limitation 
of raw material supply. 

Oxford Business Group (OBG), a global publishing and consultancy company 
said: “Depending on the trajectory of the global pandemic, the association 
anticipates international demand could reach 345 billion units this year 
compared with 298 billion in 2019.” 

Of this total, Malaysia aims to export around 225 billion units, OBG said. 



In addition to rubber medical gloves, Malaysia is also the world’s number-one 
exporter of condoms, another product seeing a COVID-19-related increase in 
demand. 

About Malaysia Gloves 

Which country Medical Glove is the highest quality? It is Malaysia. 

Which country source the most quantity of Medical Glove? It is Malaysia too. 

You may google search it as screenshot below : 

 

 



 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-21/the-pandemic-is-a-bonanza-for-malaysia-s-

medical-glove-industry 

There are about 30 difference brands of Ready Stock gloves in Malaysia 

market. We will collect the ready stocks from the 30 difference brands to get 

the quantity that you request.  

For example, if you request ready stock 100,000 boxes of gloves, sometime 

maybe mixed with 2 , 3 or 4 brands depends on the situation. Sorry that we 

need to mix up many difference brands for you because Malaysia is lack of 

Ready Stock now. The mix up 30 difference brands listed as following :  
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All above are 30 difference brands of glove in READY STOCK in Malaysia. Sorry 

that we are not allow customer to select which brand to buy, because ready 

stock sold out too quickly. Example if today we promise to sell you brand C, but 

tomorrow brand C is sold out before you make payment to us. End up we 

cannot sell you brand C but have to change order selling you Brand B or Brand 

A for instead. Although you cannot select which brand to buy but you may tell 

us your requirement, we will try our best to find the ready stock that meet 

your requirement.  

You don’t have to worry about our glove quality because Malaysia glove 

quality is always the best among all countries. You may google search “Which 



country the best quality of glove”, screenshot at below : 

 

After you made payment, please allow 3 days to 1 week for us to buy the ready 

stocks of glove from factories and distributers in Malaysia. 

We ship glove from Malaysia. If you are outside Malaysia, we may ship the 

gloves to you by Fedex. It takes only 4 days to arrive at your house door. 

You may select any payment method : Bank Telegraphy Transfer, Paypal, 

Escrow. 


